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Party' Politics

N. Mexico Style

· J.erry· Apodaca
And Body-.Politic;s

...

Jerry Apodaca and Joe Skeen camera from a comfortable
won the Democra tie and distance: a raucous, moleeblar
Republican primaries last movement. under the view of a
Tuesday. Since this edition of the microscope, many
Lobo is not out in tinie to give undistinguishable acts blurred into
you any r~al news on the a breathing orgasm, -the image of
elections, we've decided to fill the heart beating-the essential
you in on what goes on at the half and unfathomable source of
dozen or so .,election centrals" ·power that lends a continuity to
that dot Albuquerque on primary our days with a life and death
night.
control. Merely to be part of the
Karl Vera and Michael Minturn body upolitic" means to be in the
.covered Apodaca and Democrat m ys ter ious mainstream of
Tibo, Chavez. John Rucker did Joe "outside forces," far·off yet
Skeer.. George Johnson and Jon somehow tangible influences .over
Bowman· watched th:e losers lose: one's existence. To be involved in
Johnson did Drew Cloud; this ritual makes one feel vaguely
Bowman did Republican Jack important, tied into the powers
Eastham and Democrat Odis that be:
Echols. (See page 9.)
Jerry enters the room and two
'drunks get in a fight at the door.
'The place is jammed, everybody is
,
waiting to hear a statement. That
It is election night and you are it wiD not radically differ from
standing in a banquet room at the· any other statement made by any
Four Seasons Motor Hotel. You other party candidate at any time .
are definitely in the terrain of a in history hardly concerns
frontrunner: the room is anyone. The crowd onJy wants to
expansive and there are three bars. see a winner, and that can be
Bu• without being familiar as to ,fulfill.ed · b.y anyone who
the exact identity of the campaigns in a faahion that
candidate whose domain you are doesn't upset the electorate, and
now wandering in, it ia impossible all politicians do that, 10 the
to teD whether it is a Republican winner is by and large a votive of
or Democrat set up-there are no luck. A mystical nimbus of being
diati net feature• that are in cahoots with the univerte
identifiable along party lines. The follows the winner up to the
atmosphere ia u opprellive and platform in the Four Seuon'•
.elf-eoiiiC!ioUI u a weleome-w&~Gn Ehtilion room and no matter how
cocktail party. The major repullive .the winner is in his
attention of the scattered c:oupl• personality he e:xudes charm.
and threesome~ is apprehensively
Jerry is in a milieu where he il a
directed in aide-long glances 1ueceu even before he performs
toward the door. Faces are decked his job. He is judged wholly on
with the expectation that more expectations and thil nebulous
people· wiD ahow up. Numbers are quality ia just as indefinable as the
needed to eonatjtute that kind of reaions why he won the election.
-agglutination seen by the TV
(continued on JHJ6e 2)

Joe Skeen
And Subdued GOP's

Joe Skeen
(Photos by Diane Rolli)

The Republicane were noticeably subdued, Skeen'• victory
party having all the livelinesa of a formal tea for Amy Vanderbilt.
Skeen didn't rush to the podium, but instead made his way
leisurely. through ibe crowd, shaking hands with well wishers,
including former Governor Tom Bolack, who greeted him with an
"hello governor,"
·
Unlike Apodaca's somewhai rambling diatribe, Skeen read a
short prepared message, lacking in excitement. He made the usual
plea for unity ("let's join together to demonstrate what a truly
unified party can do'') and thanked his supporters, going on to
sa~, "The greatest part of winning is enjoying the victory."
The major imagery in Apodaca's speech was violent conflict
XJerry was continually verbally "beating hell" out of somebody), ·
while Skeen and Virgil Rhodes emphasized that they were a
..hard working" team.
Skeen got the best reception (although hardly rousing) when
he called for "a governor in New Mexico who has the capacity
and inclination to provide leadership. Enough of ribbon cutting
and inaction."
The Republican candidates generally seemed more willing to
countenance ..an interview with LOBO reporters. Gov. Bolack felt
that "Joe has a very good chance to win,, and said that "it would
be ofC-color to capitalize on the other party's problems," but
thought certain frictions would invariably crop up. Bolack cited
the recent performance of the Democrats in the last legislative
session, "evenly divided strong candidates" who would have
problems uniting behind Apodaca, and the Hinfluence of Sen.
Clinton Anderson" which would be ••strongly felt," although not
perhaps in Apodaca's favor. Bolack also jokingly said that .. Joe is
not much worse than Bruce," a reference to ibe ranclli11g
backgrounds of both· Skeen and King.
Skeen's running mate, Virgil Rhodes, expressed optimism.
.. This is the best team the Republic;ans could have picked. 1 am
very pleased to be running with Joe Skeen, and feel we will be the
two hardest working candidates ever in the state of New Mexico."
Rhodes al80 hoped for UNM support, saying he has "gone to
bat for the university several times in the legislature." Students
who for muoehistic reasons still follow the carnival in Santa Fe
will recall that Rhodes il one of the few supporters we have (at
lut count only 6 in the Senate, perhaps a dozen in the House).
Mrs. Rhodes said that she was utbriUed to death'' and hoped
"we can do it again in November." At this point, the election
results having been decided in favor of Apodaca and Skeen. this
reporter drif~d off, visions of rabbit pelts dancing in his eyes.
One of the most boring primaries in recent memory was over.
"That'll be fifty cents for parking," the attendant said as I
puUed into the Albuquerque Convention Center lot.
••It's good for the entire night?"
~"That•s right."
(continued on page 2)

Prof. Has New Solution
To Indian Land Dispute
By DIANE ROSS

parcels of Navajo Reservation land
to Paiute Indians living in the
Opposing· pending U.S. Navajo Mountain region:.
Congressional legislation, UNM
ThE!se last two items wou1d set
professor Robert Young has a modern precedent for legally
suggested an alternate solution to shrinking Indian lands, practiced
tb.e problem of the Navajo·Hopi from 1857 to the 1920's, under
land dispute.
the discontinued Dawes Act.
' The b i 11 now u n·d e r.
,"This is a bum deal," said
consideration in the Senate Young. "I'm opposed to the use
provides for the partitioning of of an abandoned policy. It.
the 1.8 million acres of Joint Use establishes a dangerous precedent
Area . now shared by the two that could be used to take away
tribes.
· Indian land,u and should be
About 6,000 to 8,000 Navajo considered as issues entirely
people would have to be uprooted separate . from the partitioning,
and relocated, Young ~~&id in a Young added.
letter to the Senate Indian Mfairs
His main concern is the removal
Subccimmittee.
ot more than 6,000. Navajos
Two other provisions in the bill currently living in the Joint Use·
would establish a corridor of land Area, eatablished in the 1882
from the western boundary ot the Executive Order.
Navajo Reservation extending to
••People say they will not
the . Hopi Reservation, an area leave," Young said. "The U.S.
Within the Navajo lands.
government can't afford. to drive
11 My impression ot the bill ia
people out at bayonet-point."
that the corridor land grant is over
Young's solution follows a
and above the partitioned area," 1 t a n· d a r d P r i n e i p le for
said Young.
. .
compen•ting Indians for their
The third ·item would allot •·.
· · · ·(Coiaimued on.PQie.Oj. ·
Of the ~bo Staff
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Jerry Apodaca

Summer
Registration

'Lecture Under Stars'
To Focus On Language

UNM's "Lecture Under the
Summer school at UNM begins Stars" series williEgin June 17 on
June 10 with w.a1k-through the central mall of the UNM
registration scheduled for Johnson campus.
Gym.June 8.
Free to the public, the lecture
Late registration for summer series will be held Monday
school wiU be held in Bandelier evenings at 8 p.rn. through July
Hall East, room 101, Monday, 29.
June 10 through Friday, June 14.
Pre-lecture entertainme11t1 a
'The last time to register is 5 p.m. new idea tried last year, has been
discontinued. "This is basically
Friday, June 14.
Tuition . will be paid at because of not enough money or
Bandelier Hall East and not at the time to coordirute the
cashier's office in Scholes Hall. A entertainment,,. said Karen
fee of $5 will be charged for late Abraham, afiiOe. dean of students.
registration, For those students un '!I just less hassle."
She said the series was very
who have already registered,
tuition will be paid in Scholes Hall successful last year, with
audiences ranging from 160 to
on or before June 4.
Students must pick up student 2 0 0 people, and a . record
identification cards in room 121 attendance of about 600 people
of Scleles Hall before they will be . to see Dick artd Anne Albin
demon11trate dulcimers.
admitted for late registration.
In ease of bad weather, all
Those enrolling for summer
school during late registration are , lectures scheduled for the central
reminded to bring their mall will be held in the UNM
appointment slip, student l.D. Kiva.
The series is coordinated by the
card, student header card artd
their student personal data UNM student ,activities center,
and funded thio"ugh··-tiineral ·
informati-on form •. , . . .

university moneys.
Here is this summer's: schedule:·
June 17-"Language Across
Culture-Ways of Talking and
Ways of Meaning" by M. A. 1{.
Halliday.. professor of linguistics
at the University of Illinois.
June 24-" A Time for Two •.•
at Two Pianosu by Santo and Neal
from Suisun, Calif.
July 1-"Death of Privacy" by
Charles W. Daniels, aSBOciate
professor of law at UNM..
July,. 8-"The Sociology of
Natural Resources" by Frartk C.
Di Lu~io, science advisor to New
Mexico governor Bruce King.
July .1.6-•'Comedy
Sing-Out-Barbershop Style" by
the Feed·Lot Four from Fort
Collins, Colo. Scheduled for
KeUer HaD.
July 22--'"Echoes of the Past"
by Pat and Dick Meleski, authors
of "Echoes of the Past."
Scheduled for the Kiva room.
July 29-uNeeds of the Dying
Person,. by . Dr. Eli~abeth
Kubler-Ross, author of "On Death
and· Dying." · ·
~ -· · . · . ~
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Jerry Apodaca And Body Politics
{continued {rom page 1)

As a politician, he is the envied
spirit of the community, he is one
of the "elect," determined by
fate, chosen by chance. The laity
are .invited to join in the victory
festivi.ties, b11t like most strict
parishioners they are subdued in
tbeir joy, furtive in their visible
squeeze, waiting for Jerry to grab
the spotlight so that tbey might
provide background noise.
Focusing their atte:ntion on
Jerry, tbe multitude bangs itre.
Then something terrible happens:
Jerry's microphone has lost its
voice. Although the words would
mean nothing, the sound of tbe
spoken voice talking in confident
tones us:u.ally satisfies the moct
skeplical of believert;. For tbose in
the front Jerry gives an example
of his own unimpeachable dignity
by mentioning that he isn't going'
to make Watergate an issue.
"Why .not!" someone yells
from tbe direction of the bar,
"Why not make it an issue!"
With uninterrupted composure
Jerry bypasses the remark and
goes on to say what he had
planned to say and pauses only at
the correct moment of obviously
impending applause. Things like:
"We're going to beat the .heU out
of the Republicans in November,"
bring on grandstand roars of
approval.
The clincher to his remarks
comes when his treasurer, Bob
Sanchez, bounds on stage with a

bottle of champagne and attempts
to open it and share the contents
with the happy winner. The
crowd response is unanimous:
"Drink it, Jerry!" After all, a
winner deserves a rut now and
then .•.•
Eveeybody is anxious to see
Jerry sup the bubbly, it reassures
them that he doesn't need only
his ego to stimulate him. It is also
a symbolic gesture delimiting a
lapse of seriousness that goes well
with the anomaly of the driven
ntm image-the crowd loves it,
instant catharsis is about to take
place ... but wait, the treasurer
can't get the goddamn cork out of
the bottle. Yes, old fumble
f"mgers might be able to count
change but when it comes to
operating on a bottle the buffoon
strains himself to the point of
hernia.
Jerry is wondering whether
they should tey simulating the
toast when-pok!!-the cork is
freed and a great cheer goes up.
Jerey is given a glass half-fiDed
with the effervescent gigglejuice
and he proceeds to rattle off a
Slew of toasts dedicated to those
people who helped most with the
campaign: rich contributors,
ward·heelers, and ad men.
This is aU good and jolly, but
the sly part of this officious
thanks is that Jerry never actually
takes a drink himself.
The trouble is tbat Jerry still
hasn't come to realize that it was

Joe Skeen
And Subdued GOP's
(continued {rom page 1)

Jack Eastham
I had come to observe Jack Eastham's victory reception. A
Han-a:rd man, Eastham had chosen the plush meeting rooms of
the Convention Center as backdrop .for his gala election night
affair. Everything was in place. Political slogans, symmetrically
spaced, adorned the rooms' walls. Televisions droned from
corners the architects had long forgotten. Two bartenders, serving
drinks on the house, stood behind a makeshlft counter loaded
with bottles of the most expensive liquors and the least cost!~,
~ers. The crowd seemed embarrassed as results carne in
showing their candidate a distant second.
"Where's it going?," someone asked former mayoral candidate,
John Irick.
"Nowhere," .J heard him reply.
Nestling a free drink, I was just about to rush to the nearest
tabulation center, grab the ballots at hand and airmail them to
Kansas when Eastham walked in.
"Mr. Eastham, I'm with the Lobo. Mind if I ask a few
questions?"
"Not at aU."
"Would you run your campaign differently if you could start
over again?"
"I'm not ready to concede yet. As of now, the results don't
~k encouraging, but we still have the night ahead of us. We r2f!
the best campaign we could."
"Where did Skeen pick up his support?"
"Look, I've got to speak to someone else. Stick around. Ha.ve a
drink. Enjoy yourself."
I sidled up to the bar and. reordered. Confusion subsided. as
people paired to face the midnight loneliness of downtown
Albuquerque. My head began to spin as an alcoholic numbness
carried me
to home and my bed.
"

luck that won it for him. and not
some computer card strategy.
Flukes are only· blamed for defeat
after the campaign is over, when
people want a quick ex.planation.
A good example of this .reaction
was when Rusk announced that
he was for the legalization of
weed. No one switched their vote
because of this because .no one
who was for Rusk in the
beginning figured he was a ha:rd
line conservative.
If Jerry loses in November, the
aUegation that .he didn't take a
drink at the vic~ry party can be
used as a significant example of a
political blund~e all know
that the wino vote is an important
block and has decided many a
cn~cial election. On the other
hand, if he wins, the dey vote can
be imgered for its crucial effect.
At this time it looks like the drY
vote is going to get too much
credit for its role-aU because
most of the wets were in such a
boozed-out state of oblivion they
never noticed that Jerey didn't
partake. One might say that Jerry
played his cards right, which
points out how skiUed he is in the
game of politics.
We can quit holding our breath
to see if he wets his lips because
here he is stepping off the
platform on his way to a close
reunion with part of the royal
entourage. There he goes, through
the door into the haDway where
he shakes, kisses, and grabs his
supporters by the neck in bearpaw
love fashion. He plows through
the bodies as people are suctioned
after him. Five minutes later a fat
man runs up and asks anyone
whether they have seen Apodaca's
wife. Oh·ob,. it seems as though
they have lost her. It isn't good
press to have Jerry run off and
leave his wife on election night.
The fat man, perhaps Jerey's
bodyi'W"~. senses this subtlety.

bedroom suite overlooking the
gargantuan plant life that thrives
by the 'pool in prehistoric
dominance. Tibo is grinning. He
also plays the game of political
anomaly by affecting the "happy
loser."
Inside his bedroom suite things
are more reflective of the
prevailing disappointment. Two
girls walk up to the bar and ask
for a drink. The fatigued
bartender looks listlessly at them
for a moment and then says,
"Sorey, staff only."
"Falstaff?" one of the girls
replies in dismay.
"I said STAFF, only Tibo's
staff can have drinks!"
"How can you tell me that I
can't have a drink? Damn it I've
worked at the polls all day!"
The bartender shakes his bead.
"Let's go," the girl grumbles
her her friend.
''That's the breaks " the
barkeep snarls.
'
And it is, when they go badly
for the candidate of your choice.
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Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend.

""'
'YOU'D lmER CALL THE REVEREND IILLY-cOLSON'S GOT RELIGION!'

UNM
Playground
or University?

'

'IIWU%!hdW1;1l

Dear Lobo:
In over two years of reading the LOBO, a
certain pattern becomes rather apparent. The
LOBO is not a mouthpiece of student opinion
nor is it in any sense a champion of freedom of
speech. On the contrary the LOBO, like most
Amerikan newspapers, has become little more
than an administration and special interest
propaganda organ in a format of want ads.
Page for page, the LOBO has more
advertisements than any newspaper in the city
with the possible exception of some exclusively
advertising sheets. These advertisements are
dominated by the military, the booze business
and a number of student clip joints on Central.

An institution of higher learning.

When someone refers to UNM as an institution of higher
learning it either means the school is close to a mile above sea
level, or that the only academia one gets is while sitting on the
mall toking up.

And these are the same people who throw verbal darts at the
Lobo for being too complacent, too boring. Our self-styled
"media robot" (see the first letter on this page) says we need
some good investigative reports. Did he read the KNME series
which showed the TV station's lack of response 1o the
community needs. Did he, or any of the other students for that
matter, try to do anything about it? Did he even care?

When Wendy Berlowitz passed through town to auction off her
halter top, the students stampeded Yale Park for a glimpse at
some emaciated girl's breasts. She was better received than Barry
Sullivan, the Washington Post editor who coordinated the
Watergate coverage. There must be something here that shows
where student interest lies.

•
We are not saying all students are apatheti9, but quite a few
need motivation. Over the summer session, the ·Lobo will be
instituting an ombudsman position whereby students can channel
their grievances-with teachers, administrators, etc.-to the Lobo.
The problems will then appear in a column along with solutions.
We urge you to stop by and let us know what's goJng on out
there. We can't be everywhere at once. Hopefully, with student
••• 1 J • bqlp, Wl!.t<Blh!ll!~ $tu~d.et1t inter~:~sJ:·fQUilllt.H;l-.tV~-!-iJ!ht~Hrection, aod: .
· · make UNM what it should be: an institution of higher learning.
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Our Media Robot Is Dissatisfied

Welcome to one of the world's largest playgrounds. No
swingsets or slides here. It's very cleverly disguised, you see, as a
stalwart institution of higher learning: A university.

Admittedly this is being a bit facetious. Perhaps too facetious.
But look at it this way: Most of the students don't enroll here to
learn, but to hang out. They skip their early morning classes, then
wander to the SUB to commingle with the rest of the dullards.
About 1:20 they decide they've pumped enough coffee down
their throats and buzz on over to English lit. 340. After choosing
a seat somewhere in the back, they stare Jules through their desk
tops while the professor complains: "Why do you people even
bother to come to class if you haven't read the material-you've
had three weeks! I can't teach the role Christianity plays in
Melville if you haven't read Billy B;ud !"

~

Following advertisements, the apolitical
entertainment columns and "news" stories make
a close second. Those subjects of no controversy
like athletics, records and movies fill page after
page with the seeds of student apathy. A LOBO
football loss may receive half a page, while the
ASUNM pork barrel meetings are rarely reported
at all. The LOBO constantly criticizes the

students for apathy aod riot participating in
student affairs yet maintains a curious silence on
most potentially controversial student affairs.
Following ads and apathy articles, the LOBO
is notorious for the regurgitation of major news
network propoganda or spectacular curiosities of
the quality frequently found in "The Tattler"
and other sensation oriented papers.
The journalism department as visualized
through its impotent organ, the LOBO, is quite
obviously more interested in turning out
propaganda mouthpieces than investigative
reporters with some semblance of their duty to
protect the people and their freedom of speech,
With that I will close with a quote from a
newspaper publisher, Ralph McGill of the
Atlanta Constitution:
•
.
"A disturbing number of newspapers today see
nothing wrong in publicly stating that they
conceive their highest duty to )le that of fitting
themselves into the life of the community. This
means, of course, that if a community is
governed by a corrupt and corrupting group, the
paper will fit in with it."
Your media robot,
Kenneth Kietzke
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The U.S. government would
appraise the "surface" value of
the Joint Use Area and pay the
Hopis half that amount for their
share in the land, since the federal
government is responsible for the
present land divisions, Resources
under the surface like gas, oil or
minerals would be mined at the
benefit of both tribes.
"I see no problem in a joint
mining operation," said Young,
"because it doesn't disturb

people's daily living habits."
No Hopis are living in the Joint
Use Area who would have to be
relocated. Hopi religious shrines in
the area could be reserved for
Hopi use.
"The government should also
pl'ovide fencing so stock doesn't
drift across the borders while
grazing," Young suggests,
Problems of determining
ownership of Hopi·dominated
villages Moenkopi and Moenave
should be considered as separate
issues, based on historical studies
of occupancy.
Young is CO'director of the

My Qear Sir:
As Almighty GOD, I greet you.
I have known many Editors and
Publishers many years. With each
passing day, more and more
people learn of the Existence of
My Holy Spirit in My blessed
Son's body.
Many people are still under the
impression that I Am all knowing.
I have said this before, time and
time again, as I reiterate: I Am
but the Holy Ghost in My Son's
body. I Am not all knowing by
My Greater Spirit over the
Universe IS. My Son and I are part
of this Trinity. We are the Father,
Son and Holy Ghost.
My Son is really Jesus. 'Through
modesty, He ~oes not wish to

acknowledge this but He will
believe Me when the waters run
dry and this old Earth has
shriveled up. Then My Faithful
Followers will find a new Heaven
and a new Earth waiting for them.
I do not want anyone to fear
another God, for they are so
minute, there is absolutely
nothing to fear. I Am the ONLY
Great and Living GOD in this
Dimension of Time and Light.
As Time and space draws nigh,
I "wish a fond but reluctant adieu
to Our many blessed Followers. I
also reiterate that 1\'Iy Holy Name
is never written on paper. My Son
will sign Ibis Holy Letter to
acknowledge this Holy Light.
Prayerfully yours,
Eugene Changey
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A series of elementary methods
courses taught completely in
Spanish is being offered this
summer by the University of New
Mexico's elementaey education
department.
Interested students should
apply immediately to the UNM
Admissions Office, or contact Dr.
Mari-Luci Jaramillo, department
chairperson, at 277·4114, for
further information. Registration
for the courses is Saturday, June
8, and classes begin Monday, June
10.
The courses, designed to aid the .
practicing or potential teacher in a
bilingual classroom, include a
number available for
undergraduate or graduate credit.
These are primary school
programs in reading, oral and
written language; children's
literature; games and songs of
New Mexico; Teaching English as
a Second Language; and Spanish
for the classroom teacher which
stresses technical and other
"special use" terms.'
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University parking regulations
and signs are in effect 24 hours a
day, seven days a week, Birge said.
The new, permits are good until
Aug. 2.

LD.bo

Wal'lc

w.........

"McDonald's Quarter·Pounder, OrOuarter-Pounder
wilhCheese, Just right lor a heavy appetite."

Courses offered for graduate
credit alone are: Curriculum
Development for Bilingual/
Bicultural Programs, and Bilingual
Education (taught in English).

Prof. Robert Young

""PEBUUD" BoOkS

AT
1•1 PRICE

.

Hardback-Paperbacks
Magazines

THE BOOKCASE
'"Mesa I I

LOMAS at SAN PEDRO
SAN PEDRO at MENAUL
CANDELARIA at EUBANK
5324 4th ST., N.W.
LOMAS at JUAN TABO

GUITFIFI SFILE

FLATTDPS

GffiSON HUMMINGBIRD

No, we did not make this letter
up. It was sent to the Lobo two
weeks ago with blessings from the
Holy Trinity. We were asked by
Mr. Changey to publish this "Holy
Letter." So who are we to leave
God's letter out of the Lobo.
According to Mr. Changey, the
Holy Ghost is alive and well and
living at 18416 Mapleboro
Avenue, Maple Heights, Ohio.
Instead of praying, why not drop
Him a line-His zip is 44137. But
don't expect an answer delivered
by a Heavenly Messenger. Chances
are the U.S. Postal Service will
bring His Answer marked Postage
Oue.

All parking permits expired
May 20 and students, faculty and
staff will be required to buy new
permits for the summer session.
A student permit costs six
dollars and a faculty or staff
permit is ten dollars.
The parking lots right off
Central Ave. and the computer
lots wiD have open parking, said
Walter Birge, director of Parking
Services, but "you still have to
put money in the meters."

Spanish Elem. Educ.
Courses To ·se Taught

Reg 769.00 Now 619.00

Editor's note:

Parking Permits

-~

GIBSON J-200

Greetings From The Almighty

Navajo Reading Study and spent
20 years on the Navajo
Reservation as an educator and
administrator and has written
several books about his studies of
the Navajo language and tribal
history.

CLASSICALS
ALVAREZ

Reg 420.00 Now 300.00

EPIPHONE

Reg 425.00 Now 306.00

Reg 99.00 Now 79.00

GIBSON J-45

GIANNINI

Reg 345.00 Now 260.00

Reg 175.00 Now 140.00

GIBSON B-25N

DEMANO

GUILDD-50

DEMANO

Reg 349.00 Now 260.00

Reg 625.00 Now 420.00

Reg 225.00 Now 175.00

Reg 150.00 Now 120.00

WASHBURN ROSEWOOD
Reg 299.00 Now 240.00

Reg 1085.00 Now 800.00

GUILD 212 XL

GIBSON L6-S

Reg 525.00 Now 420.00

Reg 539.00 Now 430.00

GUILD112

GIBSON LES PAUL DeLUXE

Reg 335.00 Now 275.00

Reg 600.00 Now 466.00

GIANNINI

GIBSON SG STD.
Reg 465.00 Now 370.00

Reg 225.00 Now 180.00

MARSHALL 100 WATT

EPIPHONE

GIBSON EB-3 BASS

Reg 515.00 Now 400.00

Reg 209.50 Now 160.00

Reg 1640.00 Now 1195.00

Reg 225.00 Now 180.00

HIWATTIOOWATT

ALVAREZ

Reg 2340.00 Now 1650.00

GIBSON ES-355

Reg 600.00 Now 480.00

AMPS

Reg 386.00 Now 306.00
Reg 330.00 Now 264.00

MARTIN Dl2-20

EPIPHONE

GUILD D-40
GUILD D-35

SECOND ANNIVERSARY SALE
12 STRINGS
ELECTRIC&

RICKENBACKER STEREO BASS

Reg 565.00 Now 450.00

RICKENBACKER GUITAR
Reg 376.00 Now 295.00

Reg 230.00 Now 145.00

GUILD BLUESBIRD

EPIPHONE

Reg 525.00 Now 420.00

Reg 269.00 Now 219.00

ALSO: BANJOS, MANDOLINS AND DULCIMERS

_
US&D

EPIPHONE
~11116.150

EPIPHONE
Reg 215.00 Now 180.00

FILL G.UITFIRS & FIMPS DN SFILE

Now 86.00

............................ ........................................................................................................................,;.,,,_.............
GUILDF-48
GIBSON FIREBIRD
GIBSON E5-350
GIBSON LES PAUL CUSTOM
GIBSON ES 140M
DAN ARMSTRONG
DAN ARMSTRONG BASS

FENDER TELECASTER
FENDER JAZZ BASS
FENDER I'REC:JSiON BASS
MARTIN D-45
MARTIN 0.18
GUILDD-40
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A Condid Interview,
Author Chornos Unloods

"Science fiction, as a whole, characters. They had lives of their
Iasn 't been known for its sexual
own. The only other problem I
candor. Writers in the field have had was consistency. Consistency
either ignored sex or portrayed it is not only the hobgoblin of little
from a typically male, sexist minds, it's a pain in the ass.
viewpoint. They've been content Lobo: Are your characters based
to sit back and play with on actual people or are they
technology, while one of the most primarily products of your
profound human changes society imagination?
has experienced goes on. Namely, Charnas: Everyone you know is a
the abandonment of traditional product of your imagination. You
.sex roles.
encounter people and then you
Rocket ships, missiles, bug-eyed make up a fiction to match who
shit are fine, but as long as science . you think they are. Sure, I drew
fiction stays with these cliches, it characteristics from people I
will not appeal to women.
Hopefully my book will help
show that science fiction is
something more than some
reactionary's fantasies."
Suzy Charnas is one female
who's never quite fit the mold.
Mter growing up il) New York
City and attending Barnard
Co liege where she studied
economic history, Suzy became
one of the first Peace Corps
volunteers. Her assignment:
Nigeria. The ..time: 1961 and
1962, immediately before that
nation endured a civil war marked
by intense bloodshed and
starvation. Upon returning to the
States, she joined the Committee know. I just rearranged them to
fit the needs of the look.
of Returned Volunteers (CRV).
''CR V was made -up of Lobo: The book's language is
radicalized, repatriated Peace more explicit than that of most
Corps' volunteers. The differences sci-fi. Did you 'have any
I saw between life in Nigeria and censorship problems with the
life in the United States were publishers?
enough to decide my stance. I Charnas: Only one editor was
became a diehard radical. You upset. She felt swear words are
could even see the flames shooting contemporary and that I
forth from my skull. What I am somehow destroyed the sense of
future consciousness by including
these days, I couldn't tell you."
An Albuquerque resident since them. Hell, swear words go baek•a
1969, Suzy has turned away from long time. I think they'll stay with
teaching and is now pursuing her us well into the future. Personally,
life long desire to write. She I find carnography much more
recently completed her first novel, offensive than either language or
Wallz to the End of the World. sex.
Published by Ballantine in lA>bo: Carnography?
February, the book promises to Charnas: Like in Straw Dogs,
open new vistas in the otherwise Carnography is to violence what
pulp wasteland of science fiction. pornograpby is to flesb. You
The book, science fiction, and know, how people's faces blow
life in general were the topics of apart, how the human body can
an interview the Lobo conducted be dismembered by bombs and
with Suzy Charnas last Monday. firearms. You'll find it in all the
Informed and opinionated, she junk literature they sell at
drugstores.
literally took us by surprise.
lA>bo: How long did you work on lA>bo: The book adroitly deals
Walh to the End of the World?
with· some of the complaints
Charnas: I had the book in my women have leveled against
mind for years, but it's only been society, Have you found these
during the last three that I set concerns expressed in other works
myself to the task of actually within the science fiction genre?
writing it. I first wrote the wrong Charnas: Some books have tried
book. The right characters, but to touch upon the sexual mess,
the wrong story. I finally got the but they are generally written by
men and are paranoid versions of
plot straightened out and from
there, the writing came easier. sexuality. The woman, depicted
may be headstrong, but she
You see, by that time, I knew my

usually ends finding a hero to
dominate her, starting with a good
lay.
There are a few female writers
in the field who've attempted to
do better. Joanna Russ' Picnic on
Parudise is an example. The books
of Kate Wilhelm, Doris Piserchia,
and Ursula LeGuin are others.
Monique Wittig, a French author,
has a book out called Les
Guerrileres. It's an Amazon
fantasy of a real sex war written
from a group consciousness rather
than from an individual
viewpoint. .
I guess Theodore. Sturgeon
deserves credit for being the first
scHi writer who dealt with sex in
an honest, problematical way.

Lobo: The fate of Raff Maggomas
in your book is interesting.
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Papa Ginelli's Pizza
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Phone 255-8320 1607 Carlisle S.E. (At Gibson)
Coupon good for 50¢ off a delicious Hoagie
·made with ham, salami, cheddar cheese, lettuce, vinegar and oil, pizza sauce, on a 12"
Italian bun Heated and Served.
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Fri. and Sat. II A.M. to 1 A.M.
•
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Lobo: The ·book opens with
references to the Wasting, some
sort of apocalypse that destroys
all but the powerful who've
finagled their own survival. Could
you pinpoint the factors that
might have brought about the
Wasting?
Charnas: Not reatiy. It's clear
though that whatever has
happened is more complex than a
nuclear explosion. The bomb is a
cop out. Sure, it sits there and
maybe someday a maniac will
unleash it. But the way I see it,
what is more likely to occur is a
series of catastrophies the
politicians don't overtly create,
but that somehow create
themselves through sheer human
blindness. Starvation, disease,
pollution, a little Malthusian
madness. I think humanity. will
end with a whimper.
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Charnas: Yeah, he's a takeoff on
the wise.old engineer figure. I get
the feeling he could have worked
at Iron Mountain. What I wanted
to say with him is that all this
rational analysis stuff isn't going
to work. The government can set
up think-tanks in every town, at
every university and the human
race will still perish if we don't
start acting human.

lA>bo: You're working on a sequel
to Wallz to the End of the World.
Charnas: I am, only all the
characters will be female in this
one. I'm setting a year from now
as completion date. When it will
actually be out is anyone's guess. I
don't do things on consignment.
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Valuable Coupon 50¢ off
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Crumb's Serenoders Strum
Hot Tunes, lobo mellows
"R. CRUMB AND IDS CHEAP
SUIT SERENADERS"
(Blue Goose/2014)
*-

*

*

By DIANE ROSS
Even R. Crumb's music sounds
like cattoons-three mutt dogs .
warble their adams apples and
p linka·plink on warped guitars
while their microphone does a
belly dance.

"JUST A SINGER"
lA>bo
(Big Tree/89501)

'* * *

By It. BESS

m

Mixing catchy lyrics with zippy
instrumentals, the album itches
your toes.
Kiwis are out there with a
boomphing tuba, bobbing up and
down in semi-knee·bends,
quacking pleasantly while
bouncing. off each other's
tummies.
The album promises "hot
tunes, ballads, blues, waltzes and
old standards" and offers them
with the charming imperfections
and grinning personalities of street
corner performers.
The effect is a guffaw,
combining a wheezy accordion,
banjos, a whiney violin, mandolin
· and guitar with occasional tubas, a
quivering saw and a squatting bass
fiddle .
The Serenaders are a kind of
vaudevillian jug band with a lot of
class. 'And they have a lot of fun.
The cover's good, too.

Walh to the End of the World
If you are looking for another
lA>bo album written and sung by
lA>bo this isn't it. Just a Singer, as
the title implies, shows Lobo (the
singer) working with some old
favorites an!i some new efforts all
composed by different song
writers. "Just" a singer is not an
accurate description of Lobo as
this album proves. All of the
vocals are excellent.
There are two cuts which really
stand out. "Let's Get Together"

Featur~s:

Swimming Pool-Barbeque
Recreation Rooms-Shag Carpet
Sun r>eck-Dfshwasher-Security System
From $160.00 and no lease requi~ed.
Columbia East-Mike Rakes
208 Columbia NE-266-4070
Columbia West-Scott DeVolder
209 Columbia NE-268·8934
Come by or Call
. , •. q•o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

Large Variation of Sandwiches
Uitsmyters-Tortas-Heros-etc.
Excellent Soups & Salads
Rice table
· (for 2 or more-with reservation)
Reasonable Prices of course
Bike mcks.fiJr your collt'l!llience.

765-5671

The Falhland Islands (off South
A me rica's Straits of Magellan)
have more movie theatre seats per
population than any other
country, with 250 for each 1,000
inhabitants.

distributed by

QUALITY IMPORTS

exhibits an all together feeling
where everything hangs tight as
the tempo slows, then picks up to
a hard hitting pace, and then goes
slow again for a very mellow
ending. Following this mellow
fade out "Lodi," the Fogerty
tune, floors the listener with its
driving beat. Here lA>bo really Jets
it hang out. I would have ended
the album with this combination,
it really grabs hold.
lA>bo's got a good album on his
hands, maybe not a million seller,
but it should move fairly well.

ZALES ~rPeopleMakeUsNumberOne
JIWBIIll

to the End of the Worfd.)

Columbia East and
Columbia West Apts.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Zappa,
meantime, announced the birth of
their third child, a boy, named
Ahmet Rodan (yes he's named
after the Japanese monster who
lived on a diet of 707's) May
15th. Mother and mother were
doing fine.
from Rolling Stone's
RANDOM NOTES

.
. featuring
·
Indonesian and European Cuisine

Friday & SaiUrday J1:00 a,m,-3:00 a.m.
Sunday-1'11unday 11:00 a,m,•I:OO •• m.

(Arts & Media Editor's
note-Many thanks to the Living
Batch for a review copy of Walh

Come Spend Your
Summer With Us

by Albuquerque author Suzy
Charnas is now on the stands and
can be had for a meager pittance.

BETTER PLANN
COULD
GIVE OUR CITY REAL CLASS
PROF SEEKS COUNCIL DIST. 9

CORDUROY

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Wednesday, Apri/3, 1974

JEAN

' Marion M: Cottrell, 44 a UNM civil
engineering professor is seeking election on May 7 to the City Council
from District 9. Cottrell said he ran for
the City Commission in 1971
because of his concern for Albuquer·
que of the future.
"That future is with us now," Cot·
trell said in announcing for the 1974
race. "Our future is now. tomorrow.
"The leadership of this city should
be committed to solving some of the
problems which have been generated
by explosive uncontrolled growth and
sprawl. Specifically, we need to consi·
der the quality of our urban environ·
ment. A city must be more than a site
for a concentrated population. It ob·
viously has to provide economic opportunity and a"dequate housing and
services for the residents. It should
provide them well and efficiently. In
addition, a city should be a place of
beauty, a place for recreational and
cultural growth, a community.
"I have previously raised questions
on the quality of life in Albuquerque
and dealt with ,a number ofSpecifics,"

BELLS
Traditional . . • Levi's
corduroy in
seven colors
all sizes
5

lobo

13.00

MENS

Cosmopolitan by Baylor
is timeless beauty.

CentralSE

Cottrell said. "I will throughout this
campaign be discussing Albuquerque
tomorrow, the city that Albuquerque

can be:·

Marion Cottrell

Cottrell said some of the major
issues he will concentrate on are, land
use and comprehensive planning,
public transportation, crime, and
growth.
"Planned, sensible growth cons is•
tent with our en•nronmenl and our
economic needs carries a high prior·
ity," Cottrell said. "Emphasis should
be on the quality of the community." •
Cottrell feels there · should be
"open and responsive government,"
and proposes that not only should
council meetings be open but brnad·
cast by radio.
Other issues of concern, Cottrell
said are the city's role in consumer
protection, financial home rule, the
city's relations with the state legisla·
'lure.

M4RION M. COTIRELL
FOR YOUR COUNCILLOR DISTRICT 9
Vote June 18-City Runoff Election
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recently allowed the film limited Norvell, he abandons it for the
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Films:h''Badlands" with Martin
S een & Sis!)' Spacek at th~
Lobo
"Last Detail" with_, Jack
Nicholson at the Fox
Winrock

handful of film gems that
somehow manage to surface in
AI b uq uerque. Directed by
Thomas ·Guiterrez Alea, it
remained unseen in this country
for five years (the 'I'l'easury
Department saw the flick's Cuban
background as a threat to

n:;
Mardi Gras mindlustness and
quickly moves to the solitude of
an airport where the protagonist,
Sergio, is parting ways with his
U.S. bound wife. A leftover from
the Batista day11, Sergio has
decided to stay in Cuba to face
the underdeveloped morass which

rathersuggestively,inthebaptism
of his prolish maid. A visit to
Hemingway's Cuban bungalow
sets him on an intellectual trip
involving the more hirsute
qualities of America's Great Grey
Beard. All goes well until fantasy
becomes nightmare, until an

~~:t::~~:

I:w1!el
embarrassingly unreal. At times, ~
.111
the film's direction is lost in a
:.il
haze as thick as was ever produced ~ ~~.•·._.~_·
•
by an Havana cigar. Still, qirector "'
Alea has given us a. ·startling e,. I'.
creation jammed with subtle, yet ·• ,
powerful, imagery. The film will S'
be playing at Don Pancho's until _rr

8' .
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examines Nixon's use of the
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SONY.

Special on pioneer receivers
Try this for a pioneer package save 17.......... ~ ...
over original list price.

SOUND
ASCL54R
AS U.GHT

ALTEC.

Headphone~

Various Brands 20% off
Shure Cartridges Except V15 Ill Mt
price
·
3M Scotch Cassettes SC60 H E
Reg 2.39 each now 1.79 each
Calculators 15% off reg. selling
price.
From '59.95 up. In stock Items only.
•Pioneer SX-525 AM-FM Stereo Receiver 72 watts tHF
(17 + 17 watts.RMS)

Nowonly439.95 Complete System.
(other Pioneer receivers on sale too)

• stood watch across the street.

,& · Attached to its side was a banner
j reading, "Wouldn't it be nice if
you could vote for someone you

~ really trust." I had obviously

.~

reached the place. Grinning like a

tomeetSkeeninthefall.
Th!lre were still three 2-pound
sacks of Red Seal potato chips
unopened on the tabl!l when
Attorney General David Norvell
declared Jerry Apodaca and Joe
Skeen the winners. No1·vell was
moonlighting as an analyst for

Airport Marina Hotel didn't think
spiraling down a flight of stairs to too much of his predictions.
~ the Terraza room, election night
"Shucks, it's only nine o'clock.
!il headquarters for Democratic Half the returns aren't even in."
gubernatorial hopeful Echols.
Drew Cloud ranchers ringed the
a;
By the time I entered the room, room on folding chairs, all eyes
hope had become precious. stuck on Johnny Morris. Cloud
§'., Apodaca led the field. Echols' was running fourth but the party
~ fourth place status was being had just begun. They nodded at
simultaneously broadcast over the big man in the white suit who
three well·placed TV sets and on was complaining to the television
one radio I never quite found.
screen. He stumbled into the
"Hell, the radio's saying one annex next door. There was a set
thing and the TV's saying another. in there tuned to channel
These media people are all seven-maybe things'd be
•i
screwed up. There's still hope."
different on channel seven.
·'~
An Echols' aide wearing a blue
"Hell, if Apodaca gets it we'll
·. ··.r.J
airport jump suit was trying to hive a Republican governor," he
·'
attract enthusiasm frbm the said. Then he started chanting
li
throng. People began to leave as a "Jerry Apadaca, Jerry Apadaca,"
<1
Big-0 Tire commercial, in triplets, sounding all four a's through his
'.i
hit the screens. The crowd nose, southern New Mexico
thinned until only a few diehard cattleman style.
alcoholics and myself remained.
He didn't look like a rancher.
"Apodaca's got the underworld He was exaggerating the drawl.
behind him. I wouldn't trust him Maybe this 'Yas a campaign
with my basset hound, let alone manager, a soq of the pioneers
with my money."
who left the farm to open a
I had stumbled onto George Mazda dealership in Roswell. He
)·
Wallace's New Mexico publicity wasn't wearing a bolo tie. This
chillf.
might be the guy who designed
"I had a two-hour meeting with those red·and-yellow oil can label
Joe Skeen two weeks ago. He posters or thought up the
wouldn't come out front for "Yah-Tah-Heh I'm Drew Cloud"
.Wallace but he sure as hell was slogan. The girl at the bar kept
interest~d in finding out where we calling him chief.
stood. I can tell you right now
. "Jerry Apadaca, Jerry
where my vote's going in Apacada."
November."
The ranchers sitting on th!l
He pulled a Democratic foldin' chairs wouldn't've' paid
Ill a tiona! Convention medallion him any mind 'cept that he was
(Miami) from his left coat p<icket blocking the· tv set. They weren't
to establish his credentials for my dressed so nice, didn't have the
press-weary brain and signalled his charm, the slick conversational
wife that it was time to depart.
ease that comes to a big wheel
"Listen Jack, I'm a goddamn Democrat oiled on bourbon and
Okie and I like to shoot my Coca·Cola and spinning in the
•
mouth off. Just don't try to quote party machine •
I I
me on anything, you hear. I'd like
Their man was losing and they
II
to stay friends with ya."
were going to sit here and watch
Half sauntering, half dragged by iliis thing out. And hell, anyway.
his spoUsll he left the instant What does Attorney General
Shakey's V:orld of La Terraza for David Norvell know-the race
the comfort that lay beyond. His ain't stopped runnin' til the votes
man had lost. Apodaca and the are all in.

z

way a computer tcJls 'em. They'll
elect the best man. Drew Cloud's
the best man-they wouldn't be
sitting here if they thought he
weren't. They'd sit here all night,
'til every vote was counted-just
in case he rallied from behind on
the last several thousand.
Maybe it was the altitude-they
were just sipping their drinks.
Two thousand feet down to
Roswell on the Drew Cloud bus.
Their heads were spinning; they
thought he might win. These
farmershadimagination.
In the ehivator on the way to
the lobby I talked to one of the
room service boys, a young
Chicano with a stainless steel,
blue-plastic Indian medallion
hanging on his neck. It looked out
of place on his Marina. hotel
uniform, like a tatoo burned onto
bare flesh. A bit of rebellion in
the worker corp, I thought. Some
individual class. But the bellboy in
the lobby was wearing one just
like it. It was part of the uniform.
Airport Marina local .color from
the people who erected this.
twelve-story monster and slapped
mud on its concrete sides. They
stuck fake vigas around the
perimeter of the first floor and
put a chlorinated Rocky
Mountain spring water fountain
inside. The real southwest. Just
like Drew putting Indian words on
bumper stickers and thinking (just
maybe) he'll carry the Navajo
Nation with the last name Cloud.
T h e r e w a s a s t ran g e
pseudo-Indian contact paper
mural on the wall by his suite. I·
played in the elevators awhile and
saw that there was a mural on the

-c·2300
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Hot and Cold Italian

.Sa nd""icRes
Patio and dining room facilities
We Deliver free to the University ar:e{l.

(Continued on page 12)

Open evenings til8:00

1624 Eubank N .E.

292~ 1188

Sound Ideas, Inc.

Charisma House

I SUPERSCOPE

Menaul and Juan Tabo
Foothill Shopping Center

•I'
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The new Charisma House is now providing display space for those who want to sell
their handycraft items and handmade
_
things.
.
We invite you to come by and s~ll us your
own handmade articles. This may sound
like a flea market but a flea market it's not.
You'll have to see it to believe it.

Hours I O:OOam to 6:00pm Mon. thru Sat.
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TC-137SD
Only 5369.95

Including dust cover
and Sound Ideas'
special
tape bonus offer

.I

To any other cassette deck at any price:
wow and flutter: 07%
signal to Noise: 65db .
Frequency Response 20Hz-1 7 KHz
*Dolby noise reduction
*Ferrite and Ferrite head
*Mic/line mixing
*LED peck level indicator

·output level control
*Memory counter
*Total mechanism shut-off
*Uniphase recording allowing duplication
of 4 channel SQ or FM matrix source
*Full 2 year parts and labor warranty

"Another recommended component from people who
know good sound"
.

I
;

j

Compare the latest sony stereo cassette deck

Since 1949

8011 Monte Vista NE
(near Girard & Central
just East of l:TN M)

and the political Jaw of
thermodynamics that says it
doesn't matter what one man
votes, Drew's on the bottom and
southern New Mexico's almost in.
They believed in Drew Cloud.
Northern New Mexico hadn't
started reporting-and there's ten

~~~~~~~·~·~~-.b~ilieb~~~d~md~p~
Building's security guard at Drew Cloud's suite at the there who aren't going to vote the
"'

BOSE

!ipecial_ Sale 5 days only.

~oofer and hemispherical dome midrange tweeter.
Garrard 42M-S changer with base and dust cover and
shure M75ECS cartridge

Avanplast!lredwithpostersof

~ Odis Echols' nightclerkish mug ·

.~ confirmed my hunch and sent me

. i
·~

·~ pair of Pioneer Project 100 speakers with fO"
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Wednesday, June 12th
TV: Rock 'n Roll Jtevival at
10:30 p.m. on Channel 7
featuring Chubby Checker,
Little Richard, Gary U. S.
Bonds, the Shirelles and
golden oldies galore.
Radio: Members o£ the
Community Law Center of
Santa Fe spenk out, KUNM,
7 p.m.
Concert: Fine Arts Quartet with
Kurt Frederick, Albuquerque
Little Theatre, 8:15 p.m.

Pl'eaidentiol Television,

---·~
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Tuellday, June 11th
Concert: Maria Muldaur, Civic
Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Radio: John Gardner of Common
Cause, KUNM, 7 p.m.

TV: Dick Cavett interviews Jeb
Stuart Magruder at 10:30
. p.m. on Channel 7.
Recital: Warren Alderman, bau
clarinet, 8:15 p.m. at Keller.
Hall.
Radio: Lee Mitehell, co•author of

""~

{\!) PIONEER

s:!l KENWDDD
'fi'

Sunday, June 9th
Photography: "The Bicycle and
the Camera" opens at the
ASA Gallery and will run
through June 21.
Concert: Fine Arts Quartet at the
Albuquerque Little Theatre
at 8:15p.m.

Thureday, June 13th
Drama: "Who's Afraid of Virginia
Wooll?" by Edward Albee,
Old Town Studio, 8 p.m.

.•
:'I
,..
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Saturday, June 8th
Concert: Country Joe McDonald
at the SUB Ballroom at 8
p.m. Tickets are $3.50 and
available at the SUB Box
Office and at the door.
Concert: "Festival of Music"
p r e s e n t e.d by the
Alhlquerque Symphony
Orchestra at 8 p.m. at the
Albuquerque Sports
Stadium.

Monday, June lOth
Night Life: Gino Tonetti and the
Untouchables at the Hilton
Inn through Saturday, shows
at 9 and 11:30 p.m. Whew!
Drama: ''Cube and Rose Parade"
at the University of
Alhlquerque Fine • Arts
Theatre at 8 p.m.

r

COME TO THE HI ·fl HOUSE
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ment" directed by Thomas
~

Guiterrez Alea at Don
Pancho's through Tuesday.
"Enfants du Paradis" directed
by Marcel Carne begins
Wednesday at Don Pancho's.
"A Touch of Class" with
Glenda Jackson and George
Segal at the Eastdale.
"Behind the Green Door,"
"Deep Throat" and "It
Happened in Hollywood" are
still playing at the Backdoor
I.
·
Museums: Student Exhibit at the
UNM Art Museum, open 11
a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday
through Friday and 1 to 5
p.m. on Sunday.
"Seven Families in Pueblo
Pottery" at the Maxwell
Museum of Anthropology.
Call 277·4404 for hours.
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Lobo Sports E<litor

Three months ago I bet ten
bucks that Moses Malone would
not come to UNM. Now before
you stone me I want to make it
clear that I don't usually bet
against the Lob9s or anything else
I support, but I had a gut feeling
that he just wasn't coming here,
Even now after optimistic reports
that give Malone a 90 per cent
chance of signing with the
Wolfpack I still have my doubts.
Malone is finally expected to
sign any day now (since this was
written Thursday he may have
already). But the delay though
sometimes irritating hasn't been
all bad. It's given everyone,
especially sports writers a chance
to speculate on what makes Moses
tick. It even gave KOAT sports
reporter Jim Boggio a chance to
visit Petersburg, Virginia (Jim
predicted Moses would sign. with
UNM, which makes me feel all the
better about my ten bills).
The delay hasn't been all that
bad to the athletic department at

Takes· Two bt Th.ree wAc ....
Titles Decided Here Last Month

:!'

anticipation that Malone, who is a
household word in New Mexico,
will sign with the Lobos.
Suppose the athletic
department decides to have John
Whisenant announce that he is 90
per cent sure that he is going to
ink Malone, just before the bids
ate placed for TV and radio rights.
With this optimistic information
the stations immediately up their
bids knowing that Moses is as
good a·s money in their pockets.
Now suppose Malone decides
not to come to UNM. He remains
the superstar who can't seem to
make up his mind and certainly
the recruiting can't be to blame.
This year for the first time in
history all of the basketball games
will be carried over a TTV
network with outlets in Las
Cruces and Roswell. A new radio
network is also being established
so the voice of Mike Roberts but
especially the feats of Moses
Malone can be heard throughout
the state.
.
Seems to me there's a lot more
than my ten bucks on the line in
this deal. In fact I feel reasonably
safe with my ten. I just hope
KGGM feels the same way with
their 21 grand.
~-

UNM either, in fact it appears
they've cashed in on it better than
• anyone.
The countless plane tickets,
flying assistant coach John
Whisenant back and forth to
Petersburg, will easily be offset by
•the profit the athletic department
has made off Malone's
indecisiveness.
Most of this money has come
from KGGM TV who were the
high bidders for television
coverage of the Lobo. basketball
games this coming year. The bid
went for $21,100.01 which is over
three times the amount payed by
the same station last year. KOB
also tried for the TV rights but
somewhat U!Jderbid KGGM.
But, KOB and Mike Roberts
will once again be doing the radio
broadcasts of both the football
and the basketball games for an
increalll! of $200 over last year.
KDEF also bid on the radio rights
but feU short of the $5800 KOB
will be spending.
All of this increase in money is
being passed around in

Three Western Athletic
Conference titles were determined
at UNM, May 10·11 with the
Lobos taking two third places and
a fifth.
Track, golf and tennis were all
decided here on the same
weekend with BYU taking first in
two of the three sports,
The Cougars became the first
WAC school to win five track and
field championships passing up
UNM which has four team title~.
The favorite in the meet,
UTEP, finished in second place,
16 points behind' the victorious
Cougars. The Lobos finished third
after a seventh place finish last
year.
The Cougars also took the WAC
golf title for the third straight
year and the sixth time in the
event's 12 year history. They shot
a one·under·par 287 as a team

third straight WAC title finishing a
staggering seven points up on
second place BYU. Utah and
Arizona State tied for third while
UNM brought up the rear for the
first time in history.
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Mini Storages
All Sizes
$12.00 per month and up
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Jigg's Pool Room

,;.

Pool Tables, Air-Hockey,
•
Fooz Ball, Pin-Ball.
Food served exclusively from

Casa Luna

20041/2 Central SE

I

Across
from

Thru Saturday! All merchandise carrying red
. tags offered at humungous savings! Sale i~
cludes gitane 5 and 10 speeds, Takara Boy s
10 speeds, converse shoes, Wilson tennis
equipment, aluminum paddle-ball racquets,
professional racing equipment, and much morel
Stop by and have a look.
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U-STORE-IT
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over the final 18 holes for a 87 3
54-hole total. Arizona State
finished second, six strokes back,
while the Lobos came in third,
nine shots off the pace.
In tennis Arizona took their
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THE BIKE SHDP

Stars''
Summer 1974 Series
M.A. K. Halliday
Professor of linguistics at the
University of Illinois

June 24 11A Time for Two
Santo and Neal

Central Mall
'

• •

from Suisun City, California

at Two Pianos"

St1•mnerti•1te•••

Central Mall

July 1 11 Death of Privacy"

DOYOUNEED
CASH?

Associate Professor of Law, UNM Central Mall

Come in today and select your style of
Men's handmade leather sandals
From $13.95 to $15.95

JuiY. 8 11The Sociology of Natural Resources"
• Frank C.·Di Luzio

Central Mall

Science Advisor to Govern9r Bruce King

BLOOD
PLASMA

july 15''Comedy Sing-Out-Barbershop Style"
. Keller Hall

July 22 11Echoes of the Past"

DONOR CENTER

Pat and Dick Meleski
Authors of Echoes of the Past
Kiva
July 29 11 Needs of the Dying Person"
Dr. Elizabeth Kubler-Ross
Author of On Death and Dying Central Mall

SamtoS pm
Tuesday-Saturday

DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE

Earth Shoes
The hottest shoe in the country has .
just arrived come in and try them on
you'll see what we mean.

lectures will be held Monday evenings at 8 p.m. In case of bad
weather, those lectures scheduled for the Central Mall will be moved
to the
no admission charge. The general public is

842-6991

Monterey Boots and Shoes
926 Juan Tabo N.E.

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE
.I
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Come on over to th~
College Inn this summer.
Enjoy our heated pool, meals
with all you can eat, maid
service and linens, airconditioning and covered parking.

The Feed-Lot Four
from Fort Collins, Colorado

and the Hving
is easy!

Men's Sandals

Charles W. Daniels

Earn$ tO a week
donate twice weekly

823 Val• S.E.

842-!1100

June 17 11Language Across Cultures-Ways
of Talking and Ways of Meaning"

..
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··"·•·
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Lomas and Juan Tabo N.E.

Live casual ~nd relaxed this summer
Full summer session from 1289
You can also reserve a room
for the fall term now.

Ill College Inn
Phone 243·2881

303 Al!lh NE

A seminar on the medical and
legal aspects of investigating
deaths will be held June 16-21 in
Room 101 at the UNM law
school,

The Department of Elementary
Education is· holding its summer
screening session for the teacher
education program on Saturday,
June 15. Due to limited space,
only ten students will be accepted
for the summer program. Contact
Student Teaching Office, room
202, 277-4527.

CLASS] FlED
Rates: lOt per word per day with a
$1.00 per day minimum c:harse, or 6t
per word per day with a 601 per day
minimum charge for ads published five
or more consecutive daya,
Terms : Payment must be made In full

1)

PERSONALS

PHOTOGRAPHY SUMMER WORKSHOP
forming, IntensiVe seven-week course in
fundamentals of black-and-white, some
color shooting. Two or three lectures
weekly, highly individual instruction and
heavy · practice in excellent darkroom
near UNM. Taught by art-oriented pro·
fessjonal. Discussions, critiques, field
trips, No history, esthetics, chemistry or
optics, but lots of shooting, production
and techniques. Limited to ten very
serious persons, absolute beginners or
intermediate. Any camcrn acceptable,
but 35mm preferred. Fills fast, so call
soon for details. Allen Madans (A-pho·
tographer), 1717 Girard Blvd. N.E. 265,2444,
6/13
VISITING LAWYER & PROFESSOR
COUPLE wish to rent or baby-sit nt
home in Albuquerque this summer. Prefer !oration near cnmPUil. Please call or
write Ann Yates: (714) 626-8511 met.
3160 or 626·5522; 389 W. 12th, Clare·
mont, California.
6/7
~l
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An American Studies summer
workshop will be held at the D. H.
Lawrence ranch from July 21-26.
The $80 fee covers three meals a
day and lodging for five days and
five nights. Contact Joel Jones,
American Studies Program.

ADVERTISING
prior to insertion of advertisement.
Where: Journalism Building, Room 206,
,
01' bJI mail
Classified Advertlain~r
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87181

5)

FOR SALE

CLOTHES
from
1890-1940. Antique
Quilts, Furniture, Photographica, THE
SILVER SUNBEAM, 3409 Central NE.
6/7
WE SELL over 20 make!3 of the finest
European Bicycles at the lowest prices,
26 lb. FRENCH DELCROUX, $106.
R. C. HALLETT WORLD CHAMPION
BICYCLES. Four blocks from UNM.
6/7
843·9378.

6 > EMPLOYMENT
PART-TIME JOB afternoons & evenings.
Must be over 21 yrs, old. Apply in per- ·
son-graduate students only, SAVE
WAY Liquor Store, 5704 Lomas NE.
6/27
7) MISCELLANEOUS
I WANT TO RENT or aublet furnished
apt. or furnished hotL~e July-August. Any
location.. J. Berryman, West Main,
Ashby, Mass. 01431.
6/13

The Losers' Camp
(continued from page 9)

fourth floor too. From that data I
projected that there was one on
every floor-I didn't have the
imagination to look.
But why then call this the
Marina Hotel? Where's the water?
Well we can't make it too weird or
the tourists will think it's a mud
hole. They''ve read about those
reservations the Indyuns live on.
And ·water! They've read about
the desert.
And of course a real Indian
!}!med Cloud couldn't carry New

Mexico, probably couldn't carry
McKinley County with the Zunis
and ranchers balancing the Navajo
vote. Cloud made it clear he was a
white man in his narcotics,
welfare chisler and law·n·order
stands. But it doesn't hurt to
court the Indians with a little
ethnic charm.
Drew Cloud and the Airport
Marina both want the best of two
worlds.
Looking back across the mesa
from the window of my car I
could see how tourists drunk on

cocktails might think the Marina
was an Indian cathedral. And true
be1ievers spinning from an altitude
cthhanbge might t~eaklly bfle cod~vinced
e .. umper s 10. ers oo mg the
parking lot represented enough
votes to carry New Mexico.
Walking the Marina's asphalt dock
their eyes might blur so that
Albuquerque's neon jewels look
like ocean bteakers shining in the
light of election night's moon, A
full moon pulling Rio Grande
tides (the water of their souls)
with its forces.
·
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A ~;eries of elementary
education methods courses taught
completely in - Spanish is being
offered this summer. Contact
Mari-Luci Jaramillo at 277-4114;

;

-3

'0

Vista Larga Therap~u tic School
needs 45 volunteers to work with
3 0 m ul ti·handicapped children
during its summer recreation
program, June 17-July 26.
Contact Mrs. Collie Hinton at
265·3511, ext. 251.
Two evening courses, one on
sign language communication and
one on swimming pool operation,
will be offered by the Division of
Continuing Education. Register at
the DCE office, 805 Yale NE.

SERVICES

IMAGES-PORTRAIT, PASSSPORT, ap.
plication photographs. Clo~e. quick,
sane. 2312-A Central SE. Behind Butter~elds. 2~6:9~57.
7/25
PROF'ESSIONAL TYPIST: IBM carbon
ribbon. Guaranteed accuracy, Reasonable
6/7
rat'.d, 208-7147.
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos,
Lowest . prices in town, fast, Pleasing.
Near UNM. Call 265-2444 or come to
7/25
1717 Girard N.E.

4l

FOR RENT

VARSITY HOUSE
l·blk UNM. One
bdrm, $150. Utilities paid. 141 Colum•
bla SE. 268-0526.
6/13
KACHINA HOUSE-2·blks UNM. One
bdrm, $160. 2 bdrm, $190. Utilities paid.
~Harvard SE. 266·6348.
6/13

5)

FOR SALE

QUALITY HIKING A BACKPACKING
EQUIPMENT 6 accl!l8oriea at the
TRAIL HAUS, 1081 San Mateo SE.
Wilderness Equipment specialists since
1967-RENTAL8-Phone 266·9190. 7/26
1972 HONDA CB17G very clean, crash bar,
tire, others. $660. 248·2013 after 6
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